
 

 

This practice is a part of a three-part series that invites us to Allow, Open & Listen to our deep 

truths/aches and the natural world as we imagine and live into a more loving, just, and HUMAN way. 

Art, words, and invitation by Jonathon Stalls, Intrinsic Paths 

Practice 3 of 3: {Listening} Nature Sees Me 

Pause, kneel, honor, and see. 

 

Central Invitation: 

Humility and presence. Dedicated time with all that wants our attention in the natural world… trees, sky, 

water, leaves, flowers, bees, sticks, ants, birds. Go beyond just noticing. As you allow yourself to SEE and 

BE WITH the details of Nature, invite Nature to SEE and BE WITH your own unique and beautiful details. 

Prep: 

You might bring a sketch book, camera, binoculars, or magnifying glass. 

Timing & Location: 

At least 10-20 minutes. Extra unhurried. Right where you are. Any natural area near you is ideal. That 

said, the flowers, ants, and rocks living on an urban sidewalk have incredible stories and details if we are 

patient enough to see it.  

Safety & Health: 

If near people, please have a mask and wear it when you are 6-10ft in distance. 

Have water, comfortable shoes/clothing, and sun care. 



 

Before You Begin Moving: 

Pause and take a few deep breaths. As you breathe, Invite Nature to see you, to reflect back to you, to 

speak to you, and to honor all the color and complexity moving deep within and through you. 

Movement: 

As you move, be extra mindful of things that you might normally rush past (even on a casual walk/roll). 

When you notice a flower, a stick, a rock, a bird, or a tree branch catching your attention, try to follow 

the invitation. Humbly move towards it. Open your eyes, open your heart, and carry a listening spirit. 

What is the branch saying to you? What is the color of the flower drawing out of you? What are the 

details in the rock saying? Where do you feel the sound of the flowing stream in your body?  

After you begin making a connection, perhaps you want to write, draw, or capture some of the details. 

Peer into the color/textures more (with your eyes, with the camera, with touch). Do this multiple times 

(with as much time as you have) with a variety of Natural objects, scenes, critters, phases of the sunset… 

I invite you to use this practice to honor what’s Honest and Real in YOU and in all of creation. I believe 

that practices like this help us live a life that (A) honors the beauty in others, (B) unquestionably cares 

for the planet, and (C) heals and tends to our own deep truths/beauty. 

Close: 

Take one or two more deep breaths and commit to a movement practice that helps us deeply SEE 

Nature while also allowing Nature to deeply SEE us. 

Honor and thank your Body and the Earth. 
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